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Background: The sigma-1 receptor (Sig1R) has been widely studied 

as a novel target to treat neurological disorders, including seizures. 

The anti-seizure activities of a number of selective Sig1R ligands 

have been studied mainly in glutamate- and opiate receptor-related 

chemoconvulsant-induced seizure models in vivo. Thus far, the anti-

seizure activity of Sig1R ligands could not be fully concluded since 

agonist, antagonist and allosteric modulator have not been studied 

simultaneously using identical experimental settings. 

Objectives: The aim was to test the seizure-modulating activity of 

the selective Sig1R agonist PRE-084, the selective Sig1R antagonist 

NE-100 and the positive allosteric Sig1R modulator E1R in GABA-

ergic signalling-related chemoconvulsant-induced seizure models in 

mice. 

Methods: The anti-seizure activities of selective Sig1R ligands were 

evaluated in pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) and (+)-bicuculline (BIC)-

induced seizure models in SW mice. Animals received i. p. injection 

of saline or Sig1R ligand 60 min before PTZ or BIC i. v. infusion. 

Minimal doses of PTZ or BIC necessary to induce clonic and tonic 

seizures were considered as indices of seizure threshold. 

Results: The Sig1R antagonist NE-100, at a dose of 25 mg/kg, 

demonstrated pro-convulsive activity on PTZ-induced seizures. The 

agonist PRE-084 did not change the thresholds of chemoconvulsant-

induced seizures. The positive allosteric modulator E1R, at a dose of 

50 mg/kg, showed anti-convulsive effects on PTZ- and BIC-induced 

clonic and tonic seizures. Surprisingly, NE-100 at a dose of 50 mg/kg 

induced convulsions per se. E1R significantly reduced the number of 

generalised seizures induced by NE-100. 

Conclusions: The selective Sig1R antagonist NE-100 induced 

seizures that could be attenuated by E1R. Additionally, the obtained 

results suggest that Sig1R could be considered as a molecular target 

for new anti-convulsive drugs. 
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